
F A S T  E N T E R P R I S E S 

DRIVER & VEHICLE 
SERVICES SOFTWARE



THE  
ANYTIME-ANYWHERE 
AGENCY

In the anytime-anywhere agency, accounts and 
transactions are available from the comfort of home, 
and in-office visits are shorter. Work conflicts, illness, 
and disabilities aren’t barriers to accessing essential 
driver and vehicle services. FastDS-VS’ client-first 
features make this vision a reality:

 f Easy-to-navigate e-Services 

 f Streamlined appointment scheduling and updates

 f Online document upload and verification

 f Timely communications via 24/7 virtual assistant

DESTINATION:  
MODERNIZATION

A driver license is more than a piece  
of plastic: It’s your identity. And a 
vehicle title is more than a piece of 
paper: It’s consumer protection. At  
the DMV, you make it all happen. 

It’s time for a software system that’s  
as powerful as your agency. FastDS-VS® 

is the quickest and safest route to 
modernization, delivering the  
21st century experience your 
customers expect, staff need— 
and you want.



YOUR WORKFLOW,  
IN THE FAST LANE

Say goodbye to system-switching and multiple logins: FastDS-VS is 
your expedited ticket to a harmonious workflow. In the FAST lane, 
staff focus on high-value activities like improving the customer 
experience, instead of data entry and paper shuffling. 

36M+ 
Web-based  

transactions in 2021

25K+ 
Daily agency  

users

257M+ 
Legacy records 

converted

200M+ 
Vehicle records 

managed

50% 
Reduction in 

transaction times

2022 AAMVA Innovative Use of 
Technology Award 
Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration

FASTDS-VS 
AT A GLANCE



HIGH FLEXIBILITY,  
LOW MAINTENANCE

Make your IT staff happy with a solution that’s:

 f Cutting-edge – Our routine upgrades and updates future-proof 

your system, eliminating the hassle of future modernizations.

 f Highly configurable – FastDS-VS swiftly adapts to new policies, 

laws, and business goals. 

 f Built to industry standards – Our state-of-the-art interfaces 

enable participation in essential American Association of Motor 

Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) services, boosting real-time data 

sharing capabilities.

 f All-in-one – FastDS-VS is a single system of record to support 

and maintain—no browser jumping or vendor wrangling. 

8M+ 
REAL IDs issued  

in 2021

$21B+ 
Processed by  

FastDS-VS in 2021



ACCELERATED  
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

As a central repository of real-time data, FastDS-VS is your secret weapon to achieving business goals and 
building a more financially sound agency. Put staff where you need them most, move customers more 
quickly through your office, and ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations.



A SYSTEM YOU CAN  
COUNT ON

Unlimited Innovation in Minnesota

In 2018, the federal deadline loomed to issue REAL ID-compliant 
driver licenses and IDs. The Minnesota Dept. of Public Safety 
(DPS) needed help—fast. An independent expert review 
identified FAST as the only vendor capable of delivering:

 f Full modernization for driver and vehicle services

 f REAL ID capabilities in a short period of time

The result? A fully functional system launched in just 10 months: 
Mandate met. 

And things in Minnesota have only gotten better: FastDS-VS 
allowed DPS to continuously shorten in-office transaction times. 
When the agency decided to expand its vehicle registration 
capacity, they were pleased to learn the capability already 
existed in the FastCore platform.

In March 2022, an independent expert testified to a state 
committee that FastDS-VS was a “time-tested” software and “a 
system of record you can count on” that will empower DPS to 
“go forward with different kinds of innovations into the future.” 

4TH 
Safest state in US 
for drivers in 2021

32% 
Reduction in workload 

for common transactions



KEEPING ROADS SAFE:  
IRP FOR THE MODERN CARRIER 

The country runs on interstate commerce, and the International 
Registration Plan (IRP) is a game changer for commercial carriers 
everywhere—but let’s take it a step further with FAST IRP.  

FAST IRP streamlines your workflow by focusing on efficiency 
through self-service, automation, and less paperwork. Your staff will 
gain more time for IRP registration, leading to safer roads.  

Available as a standalone system or integrated with FastDS-VS, FAST 
IRP generates vast operational improvements, including: 

 f Regulation compliance 

 f Cost and workload reduction 

 f Error and fraud detection 

 f Improved interfacing with other agencies 



FASTCORE: MODERNIZING 
GOVERNMENTS SINCE 1997

Our FastCore platform provides core functionality that is 
essential to all government services and operations.

 f Leading technology with routine release of 

updates and upgrades

 f Rapid configuration for seamless integration and 

expansion of new features and components

 f Robust financials engine that processes and 

manages trillions of dollars in annual transactions 

and distributions for governments worldwide
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Contact us today to explore how FAST can 
serve your agency. 

FastEnterprises.com 

1.877.275.3278

BusinessTeam@FastEnterprises.com

CONTACT US

85+ 
Agencies worldwide using 

the FastCore platform

500+ 
Successful rollouts—  

all on time, on budget

18 
Successful DMV 

modernizations—more than 
any other vendor


